
The WPRD Turf Access Punch Pass allows individual users access to use the Preston
Complex artificial turf fields located in Jim Barnett Park whenever Turf Drop In Play is
scheduled. Every time a user accesses the fields during these times, a punch will be
made on the pass. A single punch pass may be used for multiple users with a punch
being made for each individual user per session.  

Requirements
TAPPs are for individual users only. Organizations wanting to use the fields must
contact the Facilities Coordinator about field rentals.
TAPP holders must be 12+ years old.
Players under 12 years old may use the fields under the supervision of a TAPP holder
18+ years old.

Fee
 $20 per pass. Each pass is valid for 10 punches. Multiple passes may be purchased
at one time.
The Winchester Parks and Recreation Department does not issue refunds for TAPPs.

Rules
TAPP holders must follow all turf rules, regulations, and WPRD staff instructions.
Food and gum are STRICTLY PROHIBITED on the turf.
TAPP holders are allowed access only when Turf Drop In Play is scheduled.
Pickup games are permitted. Any organized play (possibly facilitated by an
organization or business) requires a turf field rental.
Private training sessions during Drop In Play is prohibited.
TAPP holders are responsible for themselves and the fields. If you see anyone
misusing the fields or find any damage, report it immediately to the onsite WPRD
Athletic Assistants.
TAPPs may be revoked/cancelled by WPRD staff at any time.
A violation of any of the Rules or Regulations may result in your TAPP being revoked
and may result in you being ineligible to obtain a TAPP in the future. Final
determinations regarding future eligibility will be made by the WPRD Director.

Additional Information
Safety Precautions - Please note that First Aid kits and AEDs are located inside the
Rec Center during open hours.
Issues - Please call to report any concerns/problems you may have noticed on the
fields at 540.662.4946 or email at wincparks@winchesterva.gov
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Have fun and Protect the Field!


